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HARTMANN&FORBES Introduces Update to J. Randall Powers Collection

MARCH 2023 (TUALATIN, OREGON) – Hartmann&Forbes, maker of sustainable natural 

window and wall coverings is proud to announce product additions to their collection with J. 

Randall Powers. Coming off the success their Spring 2021 collaboration, the update includes 

one woven-to-size grassweave window covering and one natural wallcovering design in 

multiple colorways.

WOVEN TO SIZE WINDOWCOVERING

Windsor

Corded French textiles inspired this transitional series by J. Randall Powers. Windsor’s tightly 

woven ramie ground is detailed with yarns that are individually twisted by hand into pencil lines. 

Their two-tone palette and horizontal relief offer a fresh take on a traditional striped design. 

NATURAL WALLCOVERING

Morgan

J. Randall Powers drew inspiration for this series from his collection of Native American 

baskets. Marked by a refined zigzag pattern that’s gravure-printed in three natural tones on a 

jute-paper ground, the wallcovering delivers visual dimension and a touch of playful flair. 

All press inquiries, please contact:

Stephanie Somogyi at stephanie@spreadpr.net or 212.696.0006 



NATURAL WINDOWCOVERING

WOVEN-TO-SIZE-GRASSWEAVE WINDSOR – TAUPE, SLATE, COGNAC



NATURAL WALLCOVERING

MORGAN – TAUPE, SLATE, COGNAC (FRONT TO BACK)



All press inquiries, please contact:

Stephanie Somogyi at stephanie@spreadpr.net or 212.696.0006 

J. Randall Powers’ elegant interior design has been published in many national publications including 

PAPERCITY, House Beautiful, Elle Décor, Architectural Digest, The New York Times, Veranda, Luxe, 

Martha Stewart Living, Southern Living and on many top design blogs and design books.

"Interiors are about the people who inhabit them. We try to observe how our clients live – their 

personalities and their lifestyles – and imprint that into their home.“

-Randy Powers

Randy was listed as "Four Under Forty" by Southern Accents and annually was named in Elle 

Decor's "A List" for the top Interior Designers in the United States.

ABOUT HARTMANN&FORBES

HARTMANN&FORBES is the world’s leader in ethically crafted, handwoven natural shades. Offered 

exclusively to Interior Designers worldwide, the company’s sustainable products are distributed 

through a network of U.S. and international trade showrooms. 

For each of the last ten years, the company has been selected as one of Oregon Business 

Magazine’s Top 100 Green Companies.to work for.

Principal of his eponymous Houston, Texas, firm and 

named one of the top interior designers in the country 

on ELLE DECOR’s annual A List, J. Randall Powers is 

renowned for his classic, yet cosmopolitan style.

Powers has transformed classical interiors and given 

them a cosmopolitan beat, erudite and devoted to the 

nest points of design and decoration. Randy has built 

an extraordinarily dynamic design career on the 

cornerstone of astute judgment, perfection, and 

restraint. Working with a focus on quality, superbly 

edited decor, and opulent materials, he shapes rooms, 

lighting and furniture designs that are classical and 

timeless.

MEET J. RANDALL POWERS
INTERIOR DESIGNER
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